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I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, communications over channels controlled by random parameters, namely states, have been greatly developed. Intensive research was undertaken, addressing both theoretical and practical aspects. Gel' fand and Pinsker [1] derived the capacity expression for discrete memory less channels (DMCs), where the state sequence is known at the transmitter before the start of the communication, but not at the receiver. This scenario is known as state-dependent DMCs with noncausal state information. Costa [2] considered a special case of this by assuming an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel corrupted by an additive Gaussian interference which is available at the transmitter only. He found the surprising result that choosing an appropriate joint probability distribution (PD) for the auxiliary random variable (RV) and the state, referred to as Dirty-Paper Coding (DPC), there is no loss in capacity if the interference is known only to the encoder. This result has gained considerable attention because of its potential use to mitigate the interference effects in multi-user scenarios.
In this work we focus on the compound (or simultaneous) state-dependent channel with non-causal state information at the transmitter. This channel arises in scenarios where there is uncertainty on the channel statistic. In this model, the conditional PD of the channel is parameterized by (), which belongs to an arbitrary set e and remains constant during the communication. Whereas, neither the sender nor the receiver are recognizant of the realization () that governs the communication. This problem was initially investigated in [3] , where lower and upper bounds on the capacity were derived. In [4] , this problem is identified as being equivalent to the commonShlomo Shamai (Shitz) [5] , this is recognized to be the multicast channel. Results were obtained for AWGN and binary channels, where a transmitter sends a common message to multiple receivers and each of them experiences an additive interference available at the transmitter only. These channels are of great importance in a variety of wireless scenarios. In particular, for the emerging field of cognitive radios [6] , where one user (cognitive) may sense the transmission of another user (noncognitive) and rapidly acquires its entire message. Hence the cognitive user becomes able to see the transmit signal of the noncognitive user as known interference. Thus, by using DPC it could communicate in the same time or frequency slot at no extra penalty to itself. Recent work in [7] investigated the capacity of this framework. An extension of those results to wireless cognitive radios, where the transmitter of the cognitive user is unaware of the channel path gains, is essentially related to the problem considered here. Broadcast channels with imperfect channel knowledge and robust DPC are also instances of this class of channels (cf. [8] and [5] ). While the study of compound channels with states known at the transmitter is of great interest because of their role in multiuser channels, the problem of determining its capacity is interesting in itself. In fact, the inherent difficulty in proving the converse for this class of channels is also found in other multiuser scenarios where the encoder holds more information than the decoders. In these situations, auxiliary RVs are required for two aims: sending messages and supplying of side information to the decoders. Nevertheless, when proving converses via standard approaches, these purposes are conflicting and the main difficulty arises from the identification of the appropriate auxiliary RVs. This seems to be a typical difficulty in channel coding problems. In this paper, we overcome such difficulty by proving a coding theorem, which is rather straightforward from [3] , and its strong converse that establishes the capacity of these channels. Definitions and main results are stated in Section II, while the proof outline and an application example are given in Sections III and IV.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we introduce main definitions, formalize the problem and then present the coding theorem and its converse.
A. Definitions and Problem Statement
We begin with the description of an arbitrary family of channels with discrete input x E !j(", discrete state 8 E Y and discrete output Y E ry, which is characterized by a set of conditional probability distributions (PDs) We == {We : 
min{I(U;Ye)-I(U;S)}, (4)
Puxls E 22 eEe where the set of admissible input PDs is defined as follows
B. Coding Theorem and its Converse
We next state a coding theorem and its converse quantifying the capacity of the compound DMC (1). The capacity expresfor () E e and s E yn. The maximum of average error probability (over all messages) is defined as e~2x(We,CP,1/J) == max sup L ps(s)e~)(W;,cp,1/Jls).
An n-length block code for the simultaneous DMCs We whose maximum of average error probability (3) satisfies e~2x (We' ip, 1/J) ::; E will be called an (n, E)-code. Definition 2.2 (Achievable rate and capacity): Given 0 < E, , < 1, a non-negative number R is an e-achievable rate for the compound channel We if for every sufficiently large n there exist (n,E)-codes of rate n-llogM n 2:: R-,. Then, R is an achievable rate if it is e-achievable for every 0 < E < 1.
The supremum of e-achievable rates is called the e-capacity C E while the supremum of achievable rates is called the capacity C of the compound channel.
The sequence of states s is assumed to be drawn i.i.d. with PD Ps. The encoder is assumed to know the sequence of states before the transmission starts, but the decoder does not know it. Whereas, neither the sender nor the receiver are cognizant of the realization of () that governs the communication. The channel states change from letter to letter following the PD Ps, but () E e should not change during the communication.
This scenario is known as compound DMCs with non-causal state information at the transmitter. The rate of such code is n-llog M'; and its error probability associated to the message m E M n is e~)(W;,cp,7j;ls) = w;( U 7j;-l(m')lcp(m,s),s), (2) In addition, a strong converse holds so that C E (We, Ps) C(W e, Ps) for all 0 < E < 1.
We argue that when the encoder is unaware of the states, i.e., (X, U) must be independent of S, expression (4) coincides with the capacity of standard compound DMCs [9] . Moreover, the capacity value (4) is not increased if the decoder is aware of the channel index () E e, but not the encoder. Whereas if the encoder knows the channel index, then even if the decoder does not, the capacity is in general increased and is equal to the minimum of the capacities of DMCs in the family [3] , which means that input PDs can be optimized for each () E e.
III. SKETCH OF PROOF OF THE CODING THEOREM AND ITS CONVERSE
The proof of Theorem 2.3 easily follows as a direct consequence of the Fundamental Lemma 3.3 enunciated in this section. Whereas the proof of this lemma relies on the concept of image sets developed by Ahlswede, Gacs, Komer and Marton in [10] and [11] . This technique basically consists on bounding the minimum size of the image of any common code through a collection of DMCs. The achievability proof is rather straightforward from [3] , but it is sketched for purpose of clarity since the mathematical tools used here are different.
A. Notation and Basic Definitions
Notation: Through this paper, we use following notation. 
B. Fundamental Lemma
We now state a Fundamental Lemma analogue to Feinstein's Lemma [13] and its converse that bound the size of any (n , E)-code through the compound DMC with states available at the transmitter only. This lemma implies the Maxima Code Lemma in [11] and provides an alternative proof via a strong converse to the results of Gel'fand and Pinsker [1] . Although this initially looks rather complex, the idea behind the proof is quite simple as it is illustrated in Fig. 1 . This establishes that, for sufficiently large n, every set %'0 c %,n having high probability has a subset %' * which is the codeword set of a common (n, E)-code (cf. definition 2.1) for the collection of (ii) Every (n , E)-code for the collection of DMCs {Wo} OEe with encoder mappings {<p : M n x y n f------+ !:en } and decoder mapping { ' ljJ : ;?P'n f------+ M n } and probability of error (3) less than E, satisfies 1 .
-log II M nl1 :::; mmI(U;Yo) -I(U ;S) + "(.
n OEe
C. Main Ideas in the Proof of Lemma 3.3
The concept of common image of sets via channels is our main tool in constructing codes for compound DMCs. This concept, roughly speaking, stands for those sets in the range of channel outputs (or states) that have large probability measured by all DMCs in We (resp. to the DMC {Q}), conditioned on all codewords of any given codeword set. We refer to these sets as common images of a set via simultaneous DMCs. Within this definition, the minimum size of all images (cf. definitions 3.1 and 3.2) plays a fundamental role in determining the capacity of compound DMCs. This can be better understood as illustrated in Fig. 1 . As shown, the amount of decoding sets (small spheres), which are used to decode the codewords, is directly proportional to the size of the images of the codeword set having large probability (covering spheres).
The advantage of the method of images , compared to the tool employed to prove the converse in [1] , is that it enables us to upper bound the size of the codeword sets {%'~} even if their codewords are already composed of auxiliary RVs (and thus no identification is needed). This appears to be essential in the converse proof (part (ii)) when dealing with compound DMCs. The lemma is proved by using the following facts:
• Binning codes. while the decoding function {'ljJ} defines a partition of the range of;?P'n into disjoint sets {~-l(unU E %' " • Size of image sets. For large enough n, the behaviors of n -1logg we (%'0 , 'rj) and n -1Iogg wJ Y1, 'rj) do not
B. Proof of Theorem 4.1
The proof of this lower bound relies on the coding strategy proposed in [5] (14) The improvement of the lower bound (12) compared to that found in [5] is obtained by choosing adequately the correlation between auxiliary RVs and states in the DPC scheme. From (10), we observe that the mismatch factor ee introduces the capacity loss due to the uncertainty at the encoder on the value of the fading coefficient BEe. Hence for scenarios where the mismatch factor is smaller, i.e., (P +N) » Q, expression (10) becomes closer to the capacity when the encoder and the decoder are both aware of the specific value of B. We also observe that when E a < N / (P +2N) the best encoder strategy is making full use of the state information by doing some DPC, whereas if E a~1 /2, e.g. (P + N) « Q, the best encoder strategy becomes time-sharing between two DPCs applied once to each interference. Otherwise, the encoder combines both strategies by using superposition coding. On the other hand, we note that in the limit when Q -----+ 00 (for N, P fixed) the lower bound (10) coincides with its upper bound (14), establishing the optimality of the proposed coding scheme in terms of degrees of freedom and the multiplexing gain.
Optimizing over PA and P D subject to PA + P D ::; P gives the following achievable rate: R~(P) ==
where fa = ( J1+ P~N-JP~N) 2 and the optimal power strategy is given by
with
The following upper bound can
1 -E* be easily derived fror: the results in [5] ,
essentially depend on TJ, which yields an asymptotic characterization of the minimum size of the images of a set via the simultaneous DMCs We and the DMC {Q}.
• Size ofmessage sets. The smallest common images of any message set are slightly greater than that of the largest codeword set 021* of any common (E, n)-code for the collection of DMCs We.
IV. ApPLICATION EXAMPLE: DIRTY-PAPER CODING UNDER MULTIPLICATIVE NOISE ON THE INTERFERENCE
In this section we evaluate the capacity expression (4) for scenarios where the statistic of the state sequence is imperfectly known at the encoder. For these cases, there is interest in developing capacity achieving codes referred to as robust DPC schemes. Consider an AWGN channel with outputs {Yo == X + B·S + Z}oEe' (7) where X (Xl, ... ,X n ) is the channel input and S == (S1, ... , Sn) is a white Gaussian interference, known at the transmitter only, of power Q independent of the sequence of white Gaussian noise of power N. The inputs must satisfy a limited-power constraint P (often « Q), which takes the form IE [tx;(m,s)] < nP, (8) where the expectation is taken over the ensemble of messages and the interference sequence.
We focus on the case where the transmitter is unaware of the fading coefficient B, which is assumed to take two values, namely B l == 0 and B 2 == 1, but this coefficient remains fixed throughout a transmission. This corresponds to the scenario where the encoder does not know whether or not the interference signal is present over the channel. Hence it is seen to be a compound channel with states non-causally known at the transmitter and index set e == {O, I}.
A. Lower and Upper Bounds on the Capacity
The following theorem provides a sharper lower bound on the capacity of the channel described in (7) than that found from independent results in [5] .
Theorem 4.1: A lower bound on the capacity of the compound channel described in (7), which assumes that the encoder is unaware of the channel index BEe == {O, 1} controlling the communication, is given by 
where
Hence the described coding scheme splits the RVs (X,U,S) in expression (4) 
I(U(a A). A D) L1 + I(U(a A). Y ) -I(U(a A). A D)} A"
,+
A ' + A ' "
(20) where
L1 ==~[I(U(a D). Y IU(a A)) -I(U(a D). A DIU(a A))]
and A E [0, 1] is the time-sharing parameter with~== 1 -A. We have investigated the compound state-dependent DMC with non-causal state information at the transmitter, but not at the receiver. The capacity of these channels is established by proving a Fundamental Lemma, which provides also an alternative proof via a strong converse to the original results of Gel' fand and Pinsker [1] . The techniques presented in this work, relying on the concept of images of sets via simultaneous DMCs [10] , [11] , enable us to overcome what seems to be a typical difficulty in channel coding problems. This difficulty arises when identifying the auxiliary RVs to meet the conflicting demands of sending messages and supplying of side information to the decoders. Such technique may be a powerful tool to prove converses for other multi-user scenarios.
An AWGN channel with an additive interference that may be absent on the channel, but the encoder is unaware of it, was considered. We derived a sharper lower bound on the capacity of this channel. It should be noted that, in presence of imperfect channel knowledge, there is a significant loss in the ability of the encoder to use the state information. Hence, it would be interesting to derive capacity bounds for more models, e.g., investigate connections between these channels and the fading MIMO broadcast channel with imperfect knowledge.
